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opened by a son, Yoho Boys We in April
next year! Love to Play & - Cheap Shoes Release 2017

What is now the most popular shoes on the shoes? Answer is undoubtedly Air Jordan series shoes. Then Michael Jordan's son
Marcus Jordan personally opened shoe shop, will definitely let one of the many shoes have great expectations. Recently Marcus
Jordan discloses opening their own shoes shop Trophy Room propaganda figure. The effect of store decoration and furnishings
inspired by Michael Jordan in honor of the chamber. Nike and Jordan Brand will be on sale of many popular shoes, and more related
to selection of brands and products. It is reported that Trophy Room will be in April next year is really opening, what about the shop
will sell shoes and celebrations will be the focus of everyone. After all, Michael Jordan shoes shop must be the son kick-off, First
come, first served., various styles of natural and ultimately heavy limited. Text: Kobe source: Trophy Room

as PUMA in one of the most popular winter series, Blaze of Glory Sock with full winter texture for the shoes wear more comfortable
experience, with the Irish Aran Islands famous knitted sweaters for inspiration, bringing a new "Aran" series. Use the Blaze of Glory
shoe body is modeled into a knitted upper leather strap and details as the ornament, finally carrying signs of Trinomic corrosion
epicenter bottom show. It is reported that the Blaze of Glory Sock shoes, a total of green, black two color options available, interested
friends are now available at each designated store purchased. 
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